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Billy Fury on the Jean Carroll Show
by Chris Eley, with special thanks to Harry Whitehouse,
Ron Furmanek and Paul Rumbol
For many years I have had a couple of black and white shots of Billy performing
on what is obviously a TV programme set and which I had thought (a letter was
obscured) was the Dean Carroll Show. It turns out that this was of course the Jean
Carroll Show, Jean being a comedienne on US TV during the 1950’s it seems.
Quite why I neglected to tell Paul Pierrot about the show in 1998, or even Odeon
DVD a couple of years ago I really don’t know. Perhaps if I had, some clips would
have been found long before now, although I doubt it, given how elusive such precious items can be to locate. I told Paul about Billy’s Shindig Show, but that was a
more clearly defined highly popular and well known thing to target, and of
course we came up with that fantastic clip of I’m Lost Without You, still not commercially and legally available in its entirety. Anyway, during February 2009 a
truly incredible find appeared on billyfury.com the world’s premier Billy Fury site
run of course by Harry Whitehouse. This was a clip of Billy from 23rd June 1960,
singing That’s Love on
the Jean Carroll Show.
If you do not own a
computer you must really go into a library or
Internet café and look
up this clip – it is truly
amazing. What astounded me the most
was how sophisticated
Billy looked and sounded, and how unlike our
general perception of
him in that year. From
the photos in this article and the show itself
you would swear that it was at least 1961, yet this was just three months after the
final shows of the Eddie Cochran/Gene Vincent Tour where Billy still rocked and
snarled with the best of them. It seems an American freelance producer of film
and archive material, Ron Furmanek, discovered this programme in New York.
He contacted Harry and then got the show digitalized in Los Angeles and
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transferred to DVD. There is a copyright issue of course and whilst Harry has
placed a very small but
quite clear copy on his
site it is my understanding that it cannot be
downloaded. Also it is
slightly out of synchronization, whether deliberately or not I don’t know.
All we can hope is that it
will appear before we are
all too old, together with
the known existing unshown clips from All That Jazz and who knows, whatever else is turned up. We
don’t know much about the show partly because hardly anyone can remember anything about the comedienne or the show in particular. When I contacted my
friend Chase Webster who was a singer in the USA around that time (he wrote
and recorded Moody River, the Pat Boone major hit and had the original version of
Like I’ve Never Been Gone of course) he could not recall the show. He loves the clip
and rates Billy very highly. Long time fan and friend Frank Bull cannot recall seeing any Jean Carroll Shows even though it is believed that this was not a US show
as such but one recorded over here by the Val Parnell (Sunday Night at the London Palladium) Organisation for probable transmission both here and in the USA.
The presence of Dave King
in the programme (not
shown but obviously in
part of it from the half time
caption) also reinforces the
Parnell connection.
Frank does however recall
seeing Billy on a TV programme during 1960, wearing a dark suit with tie and
singing That’s Love! This
programme was apparently
themed around the River Mersey but unless we find that the show on Harry’s site
has more to it, including other artists and a Mersey theme, it may not be the same
show that Frank remembers. He certainly does not recall ever hearing of Jean
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Carroll but does remember Billy, on a TV show, talking about Tommy Steele.
Of course, perhaps he has some shows mixed up and this one did air over
here and this was the one he recalls, the Mersey theme being from another
show. Those memories going back over 40–50 years can really let us down.
For those who
don’t have access the clip of
around seven
minutes goes as
follows, or approximately so,
because some
of the audio is
not as clear as it
might be.
The scene/set is
supposed to be
a record shop
and the clip starts with Jean Carroll doing a skit on several songs current at
the time such as That’s My Desire and I Can’t Give You Anything but Love, Baby.
Next she asks if there is anybody in the house and up pops Billy from behind the counter, looking great and wearing a dark suit and tie. Now the interesting thing is that on the TV clip from the show there is a Nat King Cole
LP (which I have somewhere) shown in the record rack. In addition Billy has
a pocket hanky in his jacket but on neither picture that I have from the two
old ‘pop’ books are these items visible. In addition Billy’s hair looks different
in those two photos, shown in this article, from the more perfect quiff with
the typical falling lock of hair shown in the film clip. Billy also wears a neck
microphone clearly in the TV clip and this is evident only in one of the photos.
Just to compound the problem, Jean is wearing exactly the same outfit in one
of the pictures, that she is on the TV show clip. Now, what woman is going
to wear the same outfit for two shows! (unless those shows are months apart
perhaps or, if flown in, perhaps she lacked more wardrobe – unlikely
though). This leaves us with several options. Either the two photos are from
totally different shows and Jean did repeat the outfit or, perhaps more realistically but disappointingly, the photos are rehearsal shots from the same
show. Seeing as Jean is absent from one photo, and with so many technicians
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about a rehearsal is the most likely scenario. Another possible option is that Billy
did two numbers for
that show but if so,
did Ron find the
whole show with
two numbers, or if
not, where is it and
why was the whole
show not together on
the tape he found.
Will we ever know,
let’s hope so. Back to
the clip. Jean says “I
would like a record
for my daughter; she
wants one of the top
British singers, ok.”
Billy; “That would be
Billy Fury!”
Jean; “Billy who?”
Billy: “Billy Fury.”
Jean: “You’re kidding; you mean there
is actually a guy
walking around out
there with a name
like that?”
Billy (Uncharacteristically) “Well I think he’s the greatest.”
Jean: “Greatest what?”
Billy: “Singer of course.”
Jean: “Well you would! I was under the impression that the top British singers
were Tommy Steele or Adam Faith” (What about poor old Cliff who was voted
the top British singer by this time – Ed?)
Billy: “Well your daughters quite an old woman then?”
Jean: “Old woman, she’s fifteen, just a normal healthy mixed up teenager, that’s
all. What are you trying to do, bury me?”
Billy’s reply is indistinct but appears to be something about Tommy being a bad
effect on her daughter.
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Jean: “Billy Fury, Billy Fury”.
She then asks if the ‘shop’ has the latest record Somebody Else’s By By. This is surely a mickey take for Adam’s hit, Somebody Else’s Baby (Buybee!), which had
reached No.2 in the NME Chart but was on the way down (at number 16) five
days before this programme was recorded and out of the Top 30 by the 25th June.
Billy: “Well it’s a good song but unfortunately Billy Fury hasn’t recorded it yet.”
Jean (laughing): “Billy Fury hasn’t recorded it yet. Who is this Billy Fury kid anyhow? Just another hunk of stuff with a blond lock of hair that hangs down in
front of his eyes, scowls all the time and has a twitch, tight trousers and knocks
his knees a little!”Billy, leaning forward really close to Jean gruffly says “Well I
think he’s fabulous.”
Jean, indicating Billy, “And I think he’s Billy Fury!”
Jean then asks if Billy
Fury has made a record
and says she would like
to hear it. Billy reaches
into the record rack and
brings out what would
be, if it turned up today,
perhaps the rarest of his
artifacts, a ten inch mock
up of the That’s Love single. Surely in no way
could this have been
done like this for commercial sales. A seven
inch paper sleeve perhaps but this mock up features an early, probably 1959 shot
of Billy with that high pompadour and the back cover almost a facsimile of the
back of the Sound of Fury LP, with about four pictures on it. Quite why they just
did not use the album itself is a mystery, advertising rules perhaps on ATV, and
there’s probably no-one alive now who will know much about the detail of it.
Whatever happened to that collectable piece of cardboard I wonder?
Jean: “Well that’s a sensible title, That’s Love. You wouldn’t by any remote chance
know how the song goes?”
Billy (characteristically): “Kind of.”
Jean: “Would you be able to sing a little for me?”
Billy then moves from behind the ‘counter’ and launches into a version of That’s
Love which is a curious blend of so many styles. Paul Gambuchini has described
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the whole ten inch album as being rockabilly by way of country/via country and
That’s Love itself is normally a country-rockabilly fusion. Here it still swings and
Billy’s voice has great edge still but there is an orchestra and not only male vocals
(almost certainly the Scottish singers, the Four Jays again from The Sound of Fury
session) but a girlie chorus as well. The track opens with a piano and there is a
kind of jazz feel to it. It really is a sophisticated performance and it would be great
to hear really clear audio of it. I firmly believe that no other ‘pop’ artist in the UK
at that time could have delivered such a performance as this, it is just so superb.
Luckily because of the rock ‘n’ roll edge to Billy’s voice this is no foray into actual
easy listening country.
For years we have waited for tracks such as this. My main hope, other than the
person who claims to have more episodes of All That Jazz, and Dave Clark and
his possibly unreleased Ready Steady Go performances, is that someone like Ron
will uncover the Billy and the Tornados show sent by Larry Parnes to the USA in
1963 to try to influence the Americans to have Billy perform over there. A whole
or even partial performance of Billy with the Tornados, ‘We Want Billy’ brought
to life, would really be what we have waited for all our lives. Far too many fans
who would have loved this clip of Britain’s finest ever solo performer have passed
on already. How lovely though that Billy’s Mum Jean is still around to see this vintage clip of her son putting in an outstanding performance – she must be very
proud indeed.

© Decca Record Co. Ltd
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Bill Chapman Remembers Neil Gauntlett
of The Bruvvers
Bill Chapman is a staunch fan of 50s/60s music and especially of Marty Wilde,
Billy and Joe Brown. A dedicated and valued member of the Sound of Fury, Bill
pays his personal tribute to Neil: “I was saddened to hear of Neil’s passing recently … a first class guitarist and vocalist with The Bruvvers for many years, who
harmonised well with his deep voice. I recollect at one show when Joe and The
Bruvvers were close to one microphone, singing a song that ‘The King of Skiffle’,
Lonnie Donegan, had a hit with, Rock My Soul. Even without a musical backing, it
was excellent – Neil’s bass voice giving the song the strength and balance required. I spoke to him for some minutes before a Marty Wilde and Joe Brown
‘TOGETHER’ Show at Glasgow’s Royal Court Hall. Neil smiled at me as he pretended the amplifier he was pushing on a wheeled trolley was extremely heavy.
Passing opposite my table, I said: ‘You’d better push harder – the show starts in
twenty minutes.’
‘It won’t start without this amp!’ he replied.
I told him: ‘I’m a lifelong Marty Wilde fan, but of course I like all Sixties music.’
‘That’s what it’s all about,’ he added.
‘You know I’d give a million pounds, to be able to do what you do on stage,’ I said.
Neil simply smiled and shrugged his shoulders, before pushing the trolley away
again. Like many other members of a pop group, I suppose he felt that he was
‘just doing his job’. I felt that I’d spoken to a ‘star’, and enjoyed the show that night,
even more … because of it. Sometime in the ‘nineties’, while on holiday in
Torquay, I did see Neil perform at the Princess Theatre,
and at Flying Music’s ‘Solid Gold Rock ‘n’ Roll’ and
‘Together’ Shows at Glasgow. He appeared to me to be
a happy type of person who will be sadly missed by
many, also with the music industry too, especially Joe
and family and other band members. My friend, keen
Sixties music fan – Norman George, like me has enjoyed Neil’s performances in Glasgow, and was sorry
to hear the sad news when I notified him. He is a volunteer D.J. with Lennox Hospital Radio at the Vale of Leven Hospital, near Loch Lomond. He told me he often
entertains the wards with Joe’s hits, and promised he’d
play some more, sometime soon, as a tribute to Neil . . .
© Dave Nilo
for that, I thanked him.”
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Maybe Tomorrow - A 50th Anniversary Celebration
by Chris Eley
Incredible as it seems it is now just gone 50 years since Billy had his first chart
success with the above self-penned single. Recorded in November 1958 with matrix number DR 25282 and written whilst Billy was still Ronnie Wycherley, this
haunting, wistful paean of heartbreak and teenage angst is one of the favourite
tracks of most of Billy’s fans. This is especially true perhaps for the older ones for
whom it had some significance in their own lives at the time, be that on a personal level and/or just discovering Billy for the first time. The Musical Director was
Harry Robinson and it’s a great pity that he was not interviewed about this auspicious occasion, or not that I know of.
Hard to imagine though
that when my then pal,
Peter Roberts of Trevellas near St Agnes offered
me his sister’s records
around 1961 that I said
no thanks because the
ones he played (all of the
early ones) did not
sound like the Billy I had
just discovered in 1961!
How stupid was I, because by late 1964 I was
desperate to get hold of
these singles and of
course most were deleted by then. It took me
until around 1979 to
track down My Christmas Prayer! The recording session sheets don’t
actually give the day of
the recording in November but it’s clear that the
great rocking B-side,
Gonna Type a Letter was
recorded in December.
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That was it for 1958. It seems Billy performed it on stage at the Essoldo Theatre
on October 1st 1958 but it’s possible that during his appearances in working
men’s clubs and talent shows before then, that it was also given an airing.
According to the NME singles
charts the release reached
number 26 by February 28th (one
magazine report says 27th), and
had reached number 22 by 7th
March, dropping to No.26 by
March 14th. It then dropped out
of the Top 20, re-entering at
number 18 by 28th March before
disappearing from the Top 20
altogether.
Another modern ‘retro’ source,
the one usually more relied upon today, has Billy reaching
UK 45
number 18 on the 27th February as a re-entry,
so take your pick. Certainly this lovely track
made the number 18 slot whichever way
you look at it. An impressive debut for a UK
singer/songwriter of only 18 years of age,
even if not quite as successful as Russ Hamilton with his own song, We Will Make Love,
reaching the No. 2 position in 1957. Let us
also not forget the supremely talented Marty Wilde reaching the Top 20 with Bad Boy
in 1959 or other pre-1960 UK singer/ songwriters like Johnny Kidd with gems like
Please Don’t Touch.
Billy arguably wrote the largest number of
self-penned tracks for the time and had single and album hits but contrary to myth; he
Decca advertising sheet
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BBC Song sheet
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Disc 1959
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was not the only one doing it! There was quite a bit of press coverage of the
new star during 1959,
mostly featuring Billy
in the famous ‘Loving
You’ type cowboy
outfit that he wore on
stage, with white shoes.
How good it would be
to locate a colour shot
of him wearing that
gear!
The single had a USA
release, London 1857,
where it was reported
as having generated
some interest, but regrettably failed to chart,
the same as the other
twelve or so releases on
USA release
the London label, two
on United Artists and several on Maala during the
Parlophone years.
There was a New Zealand
release and although I have
not seen it, I assume one in
Australia and probably Eire
too. Whether these early
ones were ever pressed up
in the Far East I can only
guess – but it’s likely.
There were other foreign
releases but information as
to whether they achieved
any chart success is hard to
come by. There was a UK
78rpm issue and apart from
NZ Release
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78 Rpm Single – Maybe Tomorrow

Billy on Tour –1959
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Disc 1959
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the tri-centre, also certainly a round centre later, before deletion around 196365 time, perhaps earlier. Billy performed
the number during his TV ‘acting’ debut
in Strictly for Sparrows and very likely on
Cool for Cats around the same time. In the
1990’s Decca’s John Tracy, who had been
Billy’s flag waver for several years and
given us so many great CD releases, had
an electronic search made, including the
vaults across the Atlantic. As well as finding the stereo takes of the Sound of Fury
U.S. Advert
album, other rarities turned up, including the stereo version of Maybe Tomorrow.
When compiling the 40th Anniversary Anthology in 1998 I included that version
in the running order and it made me realize once again, just how lovely the
number was.The live at the BBC version came my way several years later from
a friend and I handed
that over to Decca where
they placed it, along with
other performances from
1959, on the excellent
Billy Fury at the BBC
double CD. Had the person concerned at Decca at
the time followed up my
leads the CD would have
possibly had more tracks
and the person whose
foresight had kept the
tracks safe since 1959
may just have received
the reward he so deserved. Sometimes this is
not a nice business at all.
I had struggled unsuccessfully for years to get
the BBC stuff out and
whilst being admittedly
disappointed at not actually being able to compile
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and annotate the set I was happy to bring five or so tracks into the public domain
via this release. The version of Maybe
Tomorrow on this CD, without the
‘girlie’ chorus, is perhaps the finest version of all in some ways – sparse and
pure Billy.
In 1978 Billy recut a version for K-Tel,
which despite his illness at the time
and the pressure of recording so
many tracks, is enjoyable,(at least two
K-Tel CDs have that title), then in
November 1982, he recorded a beautiful version for ITV’s Greatest Hits TV
Programme, the show being actually
broadcast after the ‘Unforgettables’
show.
Although looking very frail, Billy looks great and sounds very much like the 18
year old Billy. It’s perhaps the most moving performance clip we have of him, and
never fails to bring back the sheer sadness
of the time that it was shown. How I wish
I could have been there for the recording
of that show and that elsewhere in 1982,
when I did see him, he had of performed
some of his own material, especially this
very special number, akin to My Christmas Prayer; so very similar, and also
haunting,
reflecting the
real soul of Billy Fury. In July of 1959 the track
featured on Billy’s first EP, which came out triangular and round centred, with orange and yellow covers respectively. It has been rumoured
for years that blue and mauve/red covers also
came out on later issues but these are more likely to be the Spanish versions in my opinion, never even having a whiff of a sighting of different
UK covers.
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In November 1960 the track featured on the LP Billy Fury and came out again on
The Billy Fury Story double LP, released in February 1977, and the Billy Fury Hit
Parade LP in April 1982. This was the last hit album Billy would know about, although he would live to enjoy two hit singles. There are of course several CD releases containing the mono and stereo versions of the track, notably the Sound of
Fury + 10 and more recent Sound of Fury double CD.
When people in the future come to reevaluate the music of our time, and of
Billy Fury in particular, then most surely they will wonder at the talent of perhaps the then UK equivalent of young
Ritchie Valens (although Ritchie was a
better guitar player of course).
A boy who, despite limited guitar playing ability, could write about teenage
heartbreak as well as anyone else at the
time, better than most, and then put
even more heartbreak and pathos into
the recording of those numbers. Flipping to the early B-sides those future
listeners will also discover a rare ability to once again write and perform the ‘beat’
music of that generation with the best of them.
When played really loud Gonna Type a Letter, so beloved by the 70’s rockabilly
set that Decca reissued it on a different style and shade blue label as the A
side in 1979, with Maybe Tomorrow as
the B-side, is a terrific rocker and promotes further sadness that all in all
Billy’s actual studio recorded rock’n’
roll/rockabilly output was very limited indeed. Perhaps under a dozen
numbers because even some of the
ten inch album tracks were more ballad or country than rock. The single
had a French pressing with a light
blue solid plastic centre which was
readily available in the UK. This may
have been done either for French
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Billy circa 1959
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release to it’s own rockabilly set, and/ or perhaps to supplement UK pressing
numbers. In recent years Johnny Storm, a good Billy and Elvis/60’s performer
and nice guy, chose this number above all others for the Without You Billy Fury
Tribute CD; and he made a fair fist of it too. More recently guitarist Peter Williams has given the track his
unique ‘My
Voice is my
Guitar’ treatment, and that
is a lovely version, perfectly
highlighting
its simple beauty.
I still prefer
the ‘later’ Billy
Fury that
turned me on
to popular
music, but
over the years
I too, have
come to love
most of the early tracks that
he wrote, and
to appreciate
the then quite
rare song writing talent he
had at the beginning. Maybe
Tomorrow has
poignancy, and a simplicity that few other artists ever get to capture in their entire lifetime – Billy did it with his very first official release and deserved so much
more fame and peer regard than he actually received in his lifetime.
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Reissue 45

Tribute 45
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Demo 45

“French Pressing”
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Billy late ‘58/early ‘59
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Wet and Windy Mill Hill
by Peter Davies
There was a reduced turnout of members and friends as a result of the bad
weather and those attending the graveside soon adjourned to the Church Hall
for some warmth and shelter as well as Rita’s refreshing tea and coffee. It is a
long time since we had unfavourable weather at Mill Hill.
The Church Hall events started early and represented an opportunity to pay
subscriptions, hall entrance and browse the merchandise stalls.
Once again our members provided excellent food for the table and fairly soon
people were tucking in with their tea. Some members commented that they
had been unable to obtain
Billy’s latest double CD
‘Classics and Collectibles’
in the shops and record
stores, but the Sound of
Fury Fan Club had obtained a supply which
were displayed on the day
and were soon snapped
up from Cecilia on the
merchandise stall.
Trade proved to be brisk
and members said that
they appreciated the availability.
Sue Widdowfield’s scrap
book of a montage of cuttings from January 1983 at
the time of Billy’s death
created a lot of interest
and it was nice as well as
sad to be reminded of the
event.
Rob and Hannah
George Wycherley circulated with a copy of a book by William Wycherley the writer entitled “The
Country Wife” which had in recent years been made into a stage play which
became famous for full frontal nudity, to everyone’s amusement!
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Ken Darvell took the meeting and firstly mentioned Chris Eley who was away
somewhere on a surprise 60th birthday holiday but wished to be remembered to
everyone present. Ken mentioned that Billy’s statue might presently be being
moved into the new site in the museum
which is currently being prepared and
should be ready in 2009/2010. (It’s staying
outside now – Ed.)
Once again members and friends had
brought numerous items for the raffle and
Ken thanked everyone for their contributions and support and once again Maureen
Bowden had done an excellent selling job
with the raffle tickets.
Soon it was time to introduce the afternoon
concert with the excellent Rob Dee who
opened with five Billy songs the last of
which was In Summer with dance support
from 20 month old Little Billy attending for
the first time as a walker.
Johnny Red (Rey)
Hannah, Rob’s 8 year old grand-daughter,
was next on the mike with a version of Chantilly Lace with help from grandad and
she received loud applause from the appreciative audience.
Several other guest singers took to the mike with Paul “Bulldog” Staines singing
In Thoughts Of You and then performing the Elvis number The Wonder Of You.
Bruce Seaton was next on stage to sing Like I’ve Never Been Gone and Once Upon A
Dream to the appreciative audience and then Johnny Red (Rey) with the help of
Harley got the place rocking with Gonna Type
A Letter and then the jivers helped with Don’t
Knock Upon My Door as Johnny gave it his all!
Steve Baker despite a heavy cold then gave us
Last Night Was Made For Love and When Will
You Say I Love You before Rob Dee returned
with Don’t Throw Your Love Away, Wondrous
Place, It’s Only Make Believe and Sleepless Nights
from the new classics. Next was a big surprise
for everyone as Johnny Red returned on stage
with a Shakin’ Stevens number A Love Worth
Waiting For helped by Rob on backing.
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Steve Baker

Rob Dee then closed the set with My Advice and the anthemic Halfway To Paradise
to a very appreciative audience.
There was just time now for the auction which was conducted very professionally by Johnny Red which raised funds for the World Horse Welfare. Rob Dee auctioned a cake for the same organisation to help increase the funds for a charity
which would have had Billy’s backing.
Someone remarked at the close of the afternoon that they had enjoyed a fabulous
afternoon and this club continues to go from strength to strength – praise indeed!

(1) In the last magazines report of the Mill Hill
meeting we mentioned the Rolls Royce which belongs to Colin Bateman. Unfortunately we printed
his surname as Bamford and apologise to Colin for
this error.
(2) Peter & Jen
Davies from the
committee wish
to thank everyone
for their kindness
Rita Smalley
and best wishes following recent illness. At the
January Mill Hill meeting they were overwhelmed with the number of people who came
over to ask of their health and it is really appreciated.
Thank you to everyone.
Next Mill Hill Gathering will be on Sunday 4th
October, hope to see you there!

Debbie Miller

Best Wishes
Our hardworking tea-lady at Mill Hill Rita Smalley has recently had a knee operation. We wish her well in her recovery, and hope she is soon back to full health.
Also Jen Davies our club secretary is due to go in for an operation just after the
April Mill Hill Gathering, so we send our best wishes to her and hope all goes
well and that it won’t be long before she is feeling much better. And to any other
club member who is suffering in any way at this time we send our best wishes.
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Billy Fury and the Tornados 1967
Did you know that during 1967 yet another incarnation of the Tornados
backed Billy on stage? No! Well, neither did I until I got a call from Mark
Newsome of the Joe Meek Society asking me if I had a photo of Billy with the
band in 1967. Finding a picture of just Billy from then was difficult enough.
We know Billy was backed by the Plainsmen, who followed the Gamblers, because of the BBC Sessions tracks but just, where, when and how the reconstituted Tornados fit in we will hopefully soon learn. If you are interested in
finding out more about this revelation just send an s.a.e. to Mark at the following address, asking for information on the current magazine featuring Billy
and the Tornados 1967.
Greenacres
Old Romney
Romney Marsh
Kent
TN 29 9SW
Interviews with band members should make interesting reading. Already I
gather that their opinion of Billy is the same as that shared by Alan French of
Dr Marigold’s Prescription, that he was very professional and displayed no
signs of conceit or stardom. Just to steal a little from the interviews Dave
Watts, the organ player, remembers that he once got his music sheets wrong
live on stage. Billy started to sing but the backing was to a totally different
song! (shades of Billy at Hucknall in 1982!)
Instead of having a go at the band, (as many famous singers would have
done), Billy just turned round and quietly said “Sorry lads that’s the wrong
tune.” A total professional and very highly talented artist.
Just another confirmation, if one was needed, that Billy was a class act. Class
acts are not that common – I was privileged to witness another one this week
when John Walker of the Walker Brothers played Worthing. He played rock
guitar and, shades of Billy live in the 80’s (and earlier of course), performed a
great Unchain my Heart. A fine singer and a great musician, and one of the
most dignified artists I have ever seen on stage. Catch him if you can.
Chris Eley

Chris’s Review Corner
From the Heart – Peter Williams LRR11 PW CDO11
Twenty romantic tracks from the guitar maestro make for an album of lovely
easy listening. A romantic at heart Peter loves tunes with great melody and
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here he mixes romantic standards with early 60’s pop and country classics. I cannot wait for the expected early 60’s album but
meanwhile this mixture seems to work. A perfect chill out album. Standouts for me, Lady and
Open Your Arms of course, and Words, but particularly The End of the World (Skeeter Davis and
Dion), True Love Ways, After Loving You (Eddie
Arnold/Elvis), As Tears Go By and A Time for Us
(with wife Sonja on piano). Let it Be Me is such a
beautiful song, as is Devoted to You and The Rose
(a Searchers standard these days) and it’s good
to hear Kelly, a favourite Del Shannon B-side.
Bobby Vee gets the treatment on a nice Run to Him. Another winner from a fine
artist and big Billy Fan.
Billy Fury No 3 – Turn my Back on You (vinyl EP)
This very attractive item
turned up on e-bay and
whilst we have no idea
of its provenance it is
well put together and
collectible so it’s right
we should mention it so
collectors can get it while
it lasts. It will obviously
be a limited edition
pressing. As far as I
know it’s still on e-bay
for around a tenner plus
postage and so is not a
rip-off. It has the same
cover as the first EP on
Decca and the track listing is the title track, I Got
Someone, Don’t Leave Me
This Way and Don’t Jump. It comes in a nice cardboard sleeve although the rear
cover shot is a reversed image and about four years later than the material featured – more thought required! I am very grateful to superfan Roy Harvey for letting me know it was about.
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Love Don’t Let Me Down – Johnny Storm and the Gamblers – Peaksoft PEA604
CD Single
Sometime ago Harry Whitehouse discovered the backing track to this Billy
number. As there are two listings in the session music sheet the vocal version may yet
turn up on acetate. Meanwhile Johnny, a
Billy tribute act and 50’/60’s style performer has recorded lyrics penned by Geoff
Howlett. A fine job he has made of it too,
although of course we have no idea how
Billy would have performed it and what
lyrics may have been used. Available from
Billyfury.com, all proceeds to Alder Hey
Children’s ward. Please do support Harry
and buy a copy.
Del Shannon – Rock On Acadia ACAM 8147
I reviewed this fabulous album when it first came out and it has to be the nearest
thing to Roy Orbison’s Mystery
Girl in terms of a ‘comeback’ album from a major 60’s artist. It is
very Tom Petty-ish but yet original for all that and a beautiful album, full of paens of heartbreak
that tug at the emotions in the way
that Orbison does. The reworking
of I Go to Pieces brings back such
poignant memories for me and
others evoke such loneliness and
longing that it makes this a bittersweet album. To cap it all there are
unreleased bonus tracks such as
One Woman Man and a superb laid
back version of the Ral Donner classic, You Don’t Know What You’ve Got (until you
lose it) – how true, but how we easily forget that. An essential album for your collection. May be difficult to track down as it quite appallingly slipped out without
fanfare back in 2007. It has been said, quite correctly, of Arthur Alexander, that if
heartbreak had a voice, it was Alexander. Trouble is the very same is true of the
Big ‘0’, Billy (especially I’m Lost Without You) and Del.
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Happy 70th Birthday Marty
April 15th 2009 saw the 70th Birthday of Marty Wilde (Reg Smith). So hard to believe that he is that age because of those still vital and lively stage performances
and because it seems like only yesterday that he was saying to the audiences
that he had just qualified for his bus pass. Billy’s fans have always had a soft
spot for this great artist and friend of Billy’s, surely the possessor of one of the
finest voices in the history of rock ‘n’ roll worldwide. Many of Marty’s fans such
as ‘superfan’ Bill Chapman from Scotland, are also big fans of Billy as well. This
tremendous performer made Danny sound better than the Elvis version. He also
made a great and authentic version of Blue Moon of Kentucky and his covers of
U.S. hits such as Endless Sleep and Sea of Love far excelled those U.S. originals. His
incredible cover of Little Sister is Elvis meets T Rex and you would think it was
written for him. He does a great
job on Wondrous Place too, so
check it out if you have not heard
it. Tomorrows Clown, penned by
Marty was covered but in no way
equalled in the USA by Bill Giant
and is a superb example of early
60’s pop, ranking with the best of
worldwide ‘pop’ ever. I always
felt that it was the best Billy Fury
record that Billy never made – if
that makes sense, and I can pay
no bigger tribute to Marty than
that. Jezebel of course, mangled by
so many, is a classic recording, a
powerhouse performance, another ‘Best of British’ qualifier. Today
Marty is still dynamite on stage
and always pays his special tribute to Billy, in addition to remembering all of those artists now lost
to us. I am sure you will all join
one of the UK’s finest ever
and
me and the team in wishing a fine songwriter
performers and recording artists many happy returns of the day. Keep rocking
Marty – we all need to see you perform even if your back hurts these days and
the golf course beckons!
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Shirley Henry (2nd October 1945–28th February 2009)
Having known Shirley and her husband Peter since the early 70’s it was with
much sadness that I heard from Peter that Shirley had finally lost her courageous
battle with cancer. Known locally in the Arun area as ‘The Book Lady’ because of
her fundraising for Fordwater Special School, Shirley raised £34,000 over 17
years and received awards locally for her work. Recently she was a guest on the
Paul O’Grady Show as a reward for her efforts.
I remember Shirley as a real Billy Fury fan whose favourite record was the ‘We
Want Billy’ LP which, despite the arrival of CD, she played continually to help
her to get through the house work. A typical Yorkshire person, forthright and
not easily daunted, she had great humour and warmth and she will be sorely
missed, not just by her family but so many friends worldwide; old friends who
always kept in touch and new friends from the car boot charity work. Now and
again I used to drop in a Billy CD as a new one came out and just before Christmas I received a lovely thank you note from her for the last release. She was very
ill at the time and it says it all that she took the precious time to do that. She was
a very special, fiercely loyal person and she and Peter, two peas in a pod, had
about 47 years together. At the end of her funeral service I’d Never Find Another
You was played, and as well as being inevitably poignant, it was as true as can be.
Our thoughts are with Peter and the family at this time. So long Shirl.

Billy in 1959 –
Shirley’s hero
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CD Review
by Maureen Bowden
Back to the Present is the latest CD release by The Class of ’64 who consist of
Radio Merseyside’s Back-slang Babe Frankie Connor, Liverpool songwriter
Alan Crowley and member of the sixties bands The Merseybeats (later The
Merseys) and Liverpool Express, Billy Kinsley.
Frankie kindly sent me a copy signed by Alan, Billy K. and himself, to auction
for Charity at our fan club meeting at Mill Hill. I promised to review it in the
mag. Here goes. Please read on.
She’s Gone, Move On – Chris Clayton
Chris is an Elvis tribute artist who doesn’t usually do original material. This is
a cracking Country-Rock song with a soulful harmonica thrown in. Sounds
very Jailhouse Rock period Elvis-ish. Chris has a great voice. Fans of the Big E
will love it.
An Angel on Earth – Billy Kinsley
The true story of nineteenth century Irish immigrant Kitty Wilkinson who dedicated her life to caring for Liverpool’s poor and sick. Billy K. tells her story
with pride and sincerity.
Hooked on You – Joan O’Neill
Spice Girl Mel C.’s mum, Joan, delivers a bluesy vocal. The funky arrangement veers into heavy Rock at times. A bit reminiscent of ‘Chains’.
Don’t Say a Word – Earl Preston
I frequently used to ask Earl, a stalwart of the early sixties Liverpool music
scene, to sing I’d Never Find Another You for me. He always obliged. It’s nice to
hear him still strutting his stuff on this good, solid sixties-type pop song.
Come Day Go Day Man – Kenny Parry
Written by Alan Crowley and the late Charlie Crane of The Cryin’ Shames,
this is a very catchy melody with an easy-to-remember vocal refrain. You’ll
find yourself singing along.
Sticks ‘n’ Stones – Beryl Marsden
One of the great voices of the Liverpool scene, Beryl deserves more acclaim
than she receives. Not to be confused with the Billy song of the same name,
this is a melodic Rock ballad. She sings so effortlessly she makes it sound easy.
It has a Chrissie Hinde type sound.
Good Morning Liverpool – Faron
This will tug at the heartstrings of expatriate scousers everywhere, especially if
they remember Faron’s Flamingo’s as well as I do. Faron puts his heart and
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soul into this love song to the Capital of Culture. It’s sentimental – so what?
Put cynicism on hold and wallow in it.
I’m Leavin’ – Mike Byrne
Good old Rock ‘n’ Roll with a Jerry Lee type piano. This takes me back to the
late fifties. It’s great.
Ocean of Devotion – The Fourmost
Another great sixties band. Mention The Fourmost and I can almost smell The
Cavern, (a combination of sweat and disinfectant and God knows what else!)
This is a smoochy, up-tempo ballad with a smooth, late-night sound.
Because I Still Love You – Albie Wycherley
A poignant lost-love song, Frankie says he wrote it with our Billy in mind. If
you listen to the familiar phrasing and inflexions in Albie’s voice you can imagine Billy singing it. It has a similar feel to I Will.
Call Me Tonight – Billy Kinsley
This is my favourite track, a haunting melody with a Latino beat. Billy K.’s
double tracking and subtle harmonies do it justice.
Poor Boy from Liverpool – Cavern Beat
Radio Merseyside listeners will recognise this as one of The Class of ‘64’s most
popular and frequently played songs. This version is by an American Beatles
tribute band. I personally prefer the Class’s own version on their 1992 release
‘Cavern Days’ with vocals by Billy K. and fellow Merseybeater Tony Crane.
The lyrics extol the comparative coolness of being born in Liverpool or the
USA, with the nice juxtaposition of an alligator swamp and a little back street.
There’s no contest! Of course I’m just a poor girl from Liverpool.
The CD can be purchased from: BBC Shop, Hanover Street, Liverpool L69 1ZJ.
Telephone: 0151 794 0908. The price is £8.99. If you want it posted to you it
will cost £9.99.

Wanted – A good home for a 1960 copy of the Sound of Fury album,
one proud owner.
Cover and record apparently, we are told, VG plus condition.
Please call Ian McVeety on 0161-9733947.
Bearing in mind these go for anywhere from £80–150
please make a sensible offer
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Billy Fury Tribute Night Concerts
Gig Guide
May
2
Halfway to Paradise – The Billy Fury Story
7

Halfway to Paradise – The Billy Fury Story

17

Rob Dee’s Solo Tribute to Billy Fury
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Theatre Royal, Lincoln
01522 525555
The Winding Wheel,
Chesterfield 01246 345334
Beverly Park, Paignton
01803 843887

24

Johnny Red – The Fury Years + Telstar
60’s Disco
28 Halfway to Paradise – The Billy Fury Story
30 Colin Paul & the Persuaders with the
Passionettes – Billy Meets Elvis Show
June
7
Rob Dee Solo Tribute to Billy Fury
12

Halfway to Paradise – The Billy Fury Story

13

Halfway to Paradise – The Billy Fury Story

18

Colin Paul & the Persuaders with the
Passionettes – Billy Meets Elvis Show
Johnny Red & The Rebel – Billy Fury,
Elvis & Shaky Show £5 on the door

27

July
6
Rob Dee’s Solo Tribute to Billy Fury
10

Johnny Red & The Rebel – Billy Fury,
Elvis & Shaky Show £5 on the door
12 Colin Paul & The Persuaders Tribute to
Billy Fury
24 Johnny Red & The Rebel – Billy Fury,
Elvis & Shaky Show £5 on the door
August
4
Halfway to Paradise – The Billy Fury Story
20 Halfway to Paradise – The Billy Fury Story
21

Rob Dee’s Solo Tribute to Billy Fury

22

Johnny Red & The Rebel – Billy Fury,
Elvis & Shaky Show £5 on the door
Halfway to Paradise – The Billy Fury Story

23
29

Colin Paul & The Persuaders Billy Fury
Night
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Hatfield Sports & Social Club
07887 851427
Sunderland Empire 0870 602 1130
The Garrick Theatre Altrincham
0161 928 1677
Whitby 60’s Music Festival
01947 604855
Orchard Theatre, Dartford
01322 220000
Assembly Rooms, Derby
01332 255 800
The Brindley Theatre, Runcorn
0151 907 8360
Burton Latimer Community
Centre 07887 851427
Seacroft Holiday Park, Hemsby
01493 733610
Raunds Football Club, Northants
07887 851427
Americana – Newark
07703717201
Irthlingborough Band Club
07887 851427
Bristol Hippodrome 0870 607 7500
Venue Cymru, Llandudno
01492 872000
Braddick’s Holiday Centre
Westward Ho 01273 473263
Cordwainer Public House,
Kettering 07887 851427
The Empire Theatre, Liverpool
08706 063536
Huntington WMC, York
07703717201

Billy and Michael Cox on tour in Ireland – 1959
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